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Abstract
Global warming and increasing environmental pollution have become global concerns that, coupled with the scarcity 
of traditional forms of energy, have motivated the implementation of more sustainable production systems, such as 
biorefineries. This is because biorefineries are capable of integrating technologies and processes in a single facility, 
generating biofuels, value-added chemicals, and energy. Thus, the aim of the study was to investigate the bioproducts 
and emergent technologies surrounding the processing of corn into bioethanol and refined oil. A bibliometric analysis 
he was carried out in order to construct and evaluate prospective scenarios related to corn biorefineries. An analysis of 
the proposed layouts highlighted flexibility in the production process, given that one raw material could be transformed 
into various bioproducts. Thus, the results presented provide a bibliographic foundation for future studies on integrating 
residues-processes-products in corn processing. The reason for this is that the technological routes presented could be 
considered incremental innovations to develop a biorefinery, which takes place gradually, given that highly integrated 
biorefineries are highly complex.
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1 Introduction

More than 80% of the global demand for energy is met by fossil fuels, which pose a serious threat to the environment 
and society, due to climate change. Fossil fuels also present sustainable and economic problems, given the prediction 
that by 2050 they will have run out. It is therefore imperative that a change is made to the energy matrix towards one 
that is led by sources of efficient and renewable energy [1, 2].

The diversification of the energy matrix has been a global priority, driving the development and utilization of various 
types of biofuels as alternatives to fossil fuels. Biofuels, including bioethanol, biodiesel, and biogas, offer significant advan-
tages in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and decreasing reliance on non-renewable resources. However, 
there are challenges associated with large-scale biofuel production, like for example technical issues such as biomass-
to-fuel conversion efficiency and economic considerations like competitiveness against conventional fuels. Nonetheless 
current research highlights technological innovations, such as advances in metabolic engineering of microorganisms to 
enhance bioethanol productivity, and economic approaches, including tax incentives and sustainability policies, as prom-
ising solutions to overcome these challenges and promote a sustainable transition to renewable energy sources [3, 4].
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Among the biofuels, bioethanol is used most intensively on a global scale, with production projections at 132 billion 
liters by 2030, of which 60% is expected to be produced from corn [5, 6].

Corn is an energetic and versatile cereal, representing the second most abundant annual crop globally, with significant 
potential for conversion into biofuels and bioproducts. However, the primary challenge is related to the complexity of the 
corn’s lignocellulosic matrix, composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Cellulose and hemicellulose need to be 
broken down into simple sugars before being fermented into bioethanol, while lignin exhibits resistance to degradation. 
This necessitates sophisticated pre-treatment processes to destructure the corn’s cell wall, making sugars more acces-
sible for fermentation. Additionally, the efficiency of enzymes used in the saccharification process is crucial, requiring 
advances in to optimize the conversion of biomass into fermentable sugars. In economic terms, production scale is also a 
challenge, as costs associated with implementing advanced technologies and the logistics of harvest and transportation 
can be substantial. Thus, is required to overcome these challenges by seeking more effective pre-treatment methods, 
efficient enzymes, and innovative strategies, particularly in integrated systems such as biorefineries [7–9].

Biorefineries therefore play an important role in the research, development and innovation agenda and fall into the 
United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), the efforts of which are focused on the universal production of 
accessible, reliable and clean energy [10, 11]. From an environmental standpoint, these facilities contribute to greenhouse 
gas emission reduction by harnessing renewable biomass for the production of biofuels and bioproducts. Additionally, 
biorafineries promote the comprehensive utilization of biomass, minimizing waste and fostering sustainable agricultural 
practices. Economically, these facilities drive the bioeconomy, creating employment opportunities and stimulating the 
development of innovative technologies, like the advanced pretreatment, enzyme engineering to enhance efficiency 
in sugar conversion and the utilization of genetically modified microorganisms in fermentation processes, adoption of 
cogeneration systems, production of value-added bioproducts, and the monitoring and control based on Internet of 
Things (IoT) technologies. Thus, by diversifying the energy matrix, biorafineries also enhance energy security, reducing 
dependence on non-renewable sources and, by integrating efficiency, sustainable resource utilization, and economic 
advantages, biorafineries emerge as essential pillars for a more sustainable and energy-secure future [12].

However, to reach the SDGs, new basic research concepts such as planning tools and scenario modeling are required 
in order to identify future opportunities, anticipating technological advancement and driving decision-making and new 
innovation strategies [13].

Scientometric analysis has been increasingly used to achieve this goal. This type of analysis is guided by quantifying 
scientific progress based on bibliometric studies which use graphic presentation to establish connections between 
authors and define lines of research in diverse fields of study. Thus, it is possible to map how biofuels become integrated 
with other bioprocesses and predict chains with a wide product portfolio that optimise the use of resources in order to 
minimize production costs [14].

Therefore, the intention is to create and evaluate prospective scenarios for corn-based biorefineries, by integrating 
emerging technologies involved in the processing of inputs generated in corn processing in bioethanol and refined oil 
production. Bibliometric analysis and reference mapping represent the methods employed.

2  Research methodology

2.1  Research structure

Corn processing using the wet milling process, in bioethanol and refined oil, was organized via an integrated flowchart, 
in order to identify the inputs generated throughout the production chain and how the processes connect, thus estab-
lishing the main keywords of the study.

The bibliometric study was carried out using software R [15] and an analysis of social networks. Thus, for every input 
identified in the previous step, all papers collected up until July 2021 were compiled in the data base Scopus. Denomi-
native variations in terminology were considered in order to carry out broad searches and cover a wider range of data.

Bibliographic coupling networks were then created, in which the papers were the nodes and vertices were the ref-
erences. In these networks, the bibliographic references that were not part of the vertices presented, were excluded. 
Therefore, the connection with a paper was only maintained if the edge was connected to another paper in the same 
network. This was followed by the extraction of the giant components, in order to eliminate the publications that did 
not present citations from other papers [16].
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Each giant component identified was fractioned into groups, based on the similarities of the connections or the 
citations between the papers, using the Louvain algorithm to maximize the modularity score. As in the definition given 
by [17], modularity was used to compare the quality of the partitions obtained during the separation of the networks 
using fast unfolding.

To analyze the content of the groups of publications in each partition, the characteristic terms of each group were 
extracted using natural language processing in addition to analyzing the keywords of the paper. Thus, using the fre-
quency of the term (tf ) which indicates the importance of the term within the specific document and the inverse fre-
quency of the document (idf ) which is one way to measure the overall importance of the term, the common words were 
identified [18, 19]. The weight of tf-idf of a certain term i  in a document j (pi,j) was defined by:

In which (tf i,j) is the number of times the term appears i in a document j ; (df i) is the number of documents that contain 
the term i  and (N) is the number of documents.

Thus, the most important papers were those with the highest number of citations of the paper within the network and 
according to the topological position of the papers within the group. Thus, the relevance of each paper was determined, 
including the point to which the vertex i was connected to other vertices in the same group (parameter zi ) and the degree 
in which the connections of a vertex i were distributed into different groups (participation coefficient Pi).

Therefore, while zi measured how “well-connected” the node was to other nodes in the group, Pi measured how “well-dis-
tributed” the node connections were between the different groups [20]. According to this approach, zi and Pi were defined as:

In which (Ki) represents the number of connections of the vertex i  with other vertices in the same group; (K̄si) is the 
average of K  in all the vertices i  in the group s , (�Ksi) is the standard deviation obtained for K̄si ; (Kis) is the number of 
connections of a vertex i  in other vertices of a group s and (ki) is the total degree of vertices i  , i.e., the number of angles 
of this vertex.

Based on Eqs. 2 and 3, the papers were classified according to Guimerà and Amaral [20]; the most relevant and character-
istic papers of each group were considered hub nodes (z ≥ 2,5) and the least relevant and characteristic of each group, albeit 
with a large number of citations, were considered non-hub nodes (z < 2,5).

The resultant algorithm from the list of characteristic terms of the groups, of the most relevant papers according to the 
hub and non-hub classification and the number of citations, as well as average age of the publication of the documents, 
made it possible to obtain data and consequently the categorization of the groups according to the main themes, acting as 
a bibliographic foundation to identify the main bioproducts obtained and the emergent technologies employed.

2.2  Layouts for the corn biorefinery

The references associated to each of the bioproducts considered as the main contributors in corn-based biorefining were 
mapped. In this step, the papers ranked most important were systematically analyzed in order to determine the stages 
involved in processing the inputs under investigation. The most promising technologies were also selected to build two 
scenarios for corn biorefineries, considering technology integration and future perspectives.

(1)pi,j = tf i,j log
N

df i

(2)zi =
Ki − K̄si

𝜎Ksi

(3)Pi = 1 −
∑Nm

S=1

(

Kis

ki

)2
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Fig. 1  Corn processing for 
bioethanol and refined oil

Table 1  Overview of the 
papers obtained by keyword

Inputs/keywords Number of papers Average age Information for the analyses

Husks 6042 2013.3 Complete
Corncob 2907 2004.8 Complete
Steepwater 1657 2009.2 Complete
CGF and CGM 1376 2006.5 Complete
Starch 740 2010.4 Inconsistent
Wax 442 2009.6 Inconsistent
Vinasse 166 2011.6 Partially complete
Germ meal 82 2008.3 Inconclusive
Deodorized distillate 82 2006.9 Partially complete
Clarifying clay 44 2013.4 Discarded (less than 50 papers)
Soap 33 2007.2 Discarded (less than 50 papers)
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3  Results and discussion

3.1  Research structure

In the defined production chain, the starch was converted into bioethanol by fermentation and the corn germ was used to 
produce refined oil (Fig. 1). Eleven inputs were generated, which, together with the terms “corn” and “maize” referring to the 
raw material, were considered as keywords in the study.

As shown in Tables 1 and 13,751 papers, quantitatively distributed, were obtained. Generally speaking, China, the US, India 
and Brazil published the most papers on the inputs researched. Interest from these countries in the corn production chain 
could be a reflection of their effective participation as the largest global producers of corn.

Despite the conversion of corn into refined oil being well-established, the diffusion of knowledge surrounding the inputs 
generated in this process was lower. The same was true for their respective destinations, compared to the results obtained for 
the rest of the proposed production chain. This signalizes an increase in the maturity of the potential associated technologies 
and consequently a lack of research interest in these areas.

3.1.1  Husks

Husks were the input most researched by the scientific community. Of the 6042 papers retrieved, 5304 were selected 
and categorized into ten groups. Group one (G1) obtained 1676 papers, with an average age of 2015.3. The main theme 
of this group was the different methods of production of biochar. The hub paper, thus most relevant in this group, was 
[21], with 1532 network citations.

In group 2 (G2), 1090 papers were obtained with an average age of 2014.7 and the main theme surrounding the 
production methods of biogas and the conversion of lignin into high value products. The hub papers were [22] with 515 
network citations, [23] with 271, [24] with 207, [25] with 183 and [26] with 176.

With 978 papers and an average age of 2007.4 the main theme of Group 3 (G3) was animal supplementation and 
cultivation methods, which were not included in the objective of the present study.

Group 4 (G4), with 681 papers and an average age of 2016.0, focused on sustainability and the emissions of pollutants 
provoked by the burning of agricultural residues. The central theme of this group was the production of biofuels as an 
alternative to this problem. The hub papers in topological position were [27] with 149 network citations, [28] with 86 
and [29] with 73. However, due to the number of citations, the non-hub papers by [30] and [31] were also considered, 
with 350 and 252 citations, respectively.

Group 5 (G5) obtained 440 papers, with an average age of 2013.2. Several central themes appeared related to the 
production of biogas, green composites and crop-livestock-forestry integration technologies. The hub papers were [32] 
with 253 citations, [33] with 190, [34] with 105 and [35] with 50. The non-hub papers were also selected, as follows: [36] 
with 177 citations, [37] with 172 and [38] with 130.

In Group 6 (G6), 184 papers with an average age of 2011.8 were retrieved. The main subject theme focused on the 
effects of corn husks on soil fertility and the pelletizing of different groups. Song et al. [39] and Sun et al. [40] were the 
most relevant hub papers, with 45 and 12 citations, respectively. Mani et al. [41], despite not being classified as a hub 
paper, was analyzed since it received 490 citations.

The central theme of Group 7 (G7), which contained 112 papers and an average age of 2010.5, was the use of corn 
husks as a substrate for the production of mushrooms and enzymes. The hub papers included [42] with 72 citations, [43] 
with 24 and [44] with 13. Regarding the non-hub papers, [45] with 194 citations, [46] with 153 and [47] with 106 stood out.

Regarding Group 8 (G8), 83 papers were obtained with an average age of 2016.3. The main theme in this group was 
the emission of pollutants provoked by the burning of husks and other grain residues. In this group, [48–50] were con-
sidered hub papers, with 215, 130 and 86 citations, respectively.

Group 9 (G9) retrieved 39 papers with an average age of 2006.7 and group 10 (G10) retrieved 21 papers with an aver-
age age of 2016.0. Neither of these groups classified papers as hub and therefore it was not possible to determine the 
main theme of G9.

However, for G10, a thematic axis highly linked to porous carbons was identified. The non-hub papers in G10 were 
[51] with 138 citations, [52] with 128 and [53] with 84.
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The evolution of the publications is presented in Fig. 2. Group G1 studies the production of biochar, primarily after 
2014. Growth in this group is related to the importance that this bioproduct has gained in recent years to reduce soil 
acidity on a large scale as well as acting as a potential adsorbent, which has been studied in recent years to remove toxic 
metal ions from aqueous solutions [54].

Groups G2 and G4 represent a recent and growing area of knowledge surrounding environmental policy incentives for 
the development of biofuels. While the focus of G2 is on the production of biogas and the conversion of lignin and of G4 
the study of different types of biofuels, both these areas of study are related to the challenge of accessing lignocellulosic 
biomass structures. It is also worth highlighting that in G4 the studies tend to use levulinic acid in the production chain 
of solvents, pesticides, polymers, polyesters, fuel additives and pharmaceutical products, thus highlighting the need to 
minimize the costs of its production [55, 56].

The average age of group G5 is in line with the area of study of green composites given that this field of study presents 
the largest number of publications in the last decade. These composites are a result of the combination of bioplastics and 
natural fibers that in recent years have emerged as promising alternatives to conventional composites [37]. The growth 
in G5 was also influenced by the overlapping with other papers that analyzed the other central themes in this group.

Despite the largest concentration of publications in G7 occurring in recent years, this group did not present growth 
or regression. However, this area of knowledge has been primarily explored in theoretical studies, but still presents chal-
lenges related to the development of production techniques with large scale potential.

Group G8, despite not representing a potential technology, is significant since its content goes hand in hand with the 
increasing interest in solving the environmental problem associated with the burning of biomass, increasingly evident 
in the last decade. Efforts to minimize the impacts have risen recently with the knowledge that this residual biomass can 
be used as a potential raw material in biorefineries.

Finally, the growth in G10 is related to efforts in the last decades to develop more powerful pseudocapacitors, which 
have greater capacitance than electric double layer capacitors.

Fig. 2  Evolution of the publi-
cations on the input husk
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3.1.2  Corncob

Corncob was the second most researched input. Of the 2907 papers retrieved, 1989 were categorized into ten groups. 
Group G1 obtained 400 papers with an average age of 2006.7 and a central theme related to the different methods of 
pre-treatment of lignocellulosic biomass. The hub papers included [57] with 216 citations, [58] with 97 and [59] with 75. 
Chundawat et al. [60] with 285 citations was considered non-hub.

Group G2 retrieved 321 papers with an average age of 2012.3. The production of adsorbents and their use in the treat-
ment of wastewater was the central theme. The hub papers were [61] with 249 citations, [62] with 97, [63] with 169 and 
[64] with 131. Kadirvelu et al. [65] with 529 citations and Schipper et al. [66] with 356 were considered non-hub papers.

In group G3, 288 papers were selected with an average age of 2011.0 and a central theme surrounding second-gen-
eration bioethanol, agglomerates and enzymes. The hub papers were [67] with 134 citations, [68] with 133 and [69] with 
84. Qu et al. [70] and Demirbas et al. [71] were considered non-hub papers, albeit with 191 and 60 citations, respectively.

The central themes of G4, G5, G6, G7, G8, G9 and G10 also appeared in the studies related to husks, were inconclusive 
or irrelevant to the scope of the study. They referred to growing and harvest techniques for corn, the effects of insecticides 
on corn plantations and the use of corncob as a component in animal supplements. The total number of papers was 980 
and the average age was between 1989.5 and 2007.5.

The analysis of the growth in the publications in G1, G2 and G3, showed G2 to be the most promising, while G1 and 
G3 reached a peak in publications around 2010, highlighting a strong connection between the subject areas (Fig. 3).

Group G1, in which the studies are based on the pre-treatment of lignocellulosic biomass, presents growth, particu-
larly in the last five years. This highlights the current interest in improving the processes employing cellulose, which at 
the beginning of 2010 were extensively studied in order to improve the efficiency of such processes that use corncob as 
a raw-material to obtain acids, bioethanol, xylooligosaccharides and non-conventional sugars. Thus, according to the 
papers ranked, the use of hydrothermal pretreatments that use high water temperatures and pressures and seems to be 
a promising route for building biorefineries, has been increasingly employed in recent years.

Group G3 primarily studies the production of second-generation bioethanol and, despite its growth being lower than 
expected, given the potential of lignocellulosic biomass to obtain bioethanol via fermentation processes, it is worth 
remembering that in this group, the primary focus was on agglomerates and enzymes, which influenced the data on 

Fig. 3  Evolution of the publi-
cations on corncob
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this technology. However, the decrease in the volume of publications after 2010 may be due to agricultural, industrial 
and technological barriers faced by the sector, making it economically inadvisable [72].

Finally, the growth in G2 in recent years could be attributed to the promising treatment of wastewater using adsor-
bents produced primarily with corncob. It is worth highlighting that the more recent studies also included the production 
of biochar, while the older publications were limited to the production of activated carbon. This is in line with the finding 
that pyrolysis is a newer technology and that the production of biochar presents a promising scenario in biorefinery 
complexes, in terms of generating different products and high yields.

3.1.3  Steepwater

Of the 1657 papers retrieved, 1233 were chosen by the algorithm and categorized into ten groups. Group G1 obtained 
253 papers with an average age of 2012.1 and focused on the use of steepwater as a source of nutrients to produce 
lactic acid, succinic acid, malic acid, glucose oxidase and 1,3-Propanediol. The hub papers were [73] with 115 citations, 
[74] with 80, [75] with 62, [76] with 47 and [77] with 35 citations. The non-hub papers from [78] with 46 citations and [79] 
with 12 were also considered.

No central theme was identified in Group G2 which had 169 papers and an average age of 2010.1. This group studied 
both the use of corn steep liquor as a substrate to produce biodiesel and enzymes, and animal supplementation.

Group G3 with 155 papers and an average age of 2012.4 looked at different processes to obtain chemical and bio-
chemical products from corn inputs. However, steepwater was not the focus of these studies, since other corn residues 
such as corncob and husks are used.

Group G4 with 124 papers and an average age of 2010.8 analyzed the use of corn steep liquor as a nitrogen supple-
ment in the production of carotenoids and enzymes. The hub papers comprised [80] with 150 citations, [81] with 61, [82] 
with 58, [83] with 37 and [84] with 17 citations.

Group G5, with 113 papers and an average age of 1995.3, analyzed the use of steepwater as a source of nitrogen in 
the production of biopolymer polydroybutyrate, with [85] standing out as the hub paper with 178 citations.

Group G6 with 102 papers and an average age of 2014.8 showed the greatest connection between the papers, the 
central theme of which was the production of biosurfactants using corn steep liquor as a low-cost alternative. The most 
important and hub papers were [86] with 104 citations, [87] with 76 and [88] with 68.

Fig. 4  Evolution of publica-
tions for the input steepwater
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In group G7, also with 102 papers and an average age of 2008.1, the hub papers focused on the production of enzymes, 
as seen in [89] with 68 citations, [90] with 51 citations and with 32. The non-hub papers were represented by [91] with 
406 citations.

Group G8 with 97 papers and an average age of 2007.0, evaluated the production of erythromycin, a macrolide anti-
biotic used in the treatment of acute and chronic inflations. The hub papers in this group were [92] with 78 citations and 
[93] with 74.

With 82 papers and an average age of 2005.2, G9 obtained two hub papers that referred to the use of steep liquor in 
bioremediation [94] with 148 citations and [95] with 14.

Group G10, with 36 papers and an average age of 2009.6, focused on the optimization of the production process of 
bacterial cellulose and its applications in a range of industrial sectors. El Saied et al. [96] was the only paper considered 
hub, with 85 citations. Nguyen et al. [97] and Nguyen et al. [98] with 163 and 91 citations, respectively, were considered 
non-hub.

The increase in publications in each of the groups related to the input steepwater can be seen in Fig. 4. The publica-
tions associated with the content in G1 have grown significantly since the 2000s. This is largely a reflection of the studies 
that analyze the use of corn steep liquor as a low-cost source of nutrients in the production of lactic acid, succinic acid 
and malic acid. The high cost of yeast extract, despite the increase in concentrated lactic acid in a number of nitrogen 
sources, corresponds to around 30% of the total cost of production.

G1 also contains publications on the production of 1,3-Propanediol, one of the most researched value-added products, 
the demand of which has increased due to its role as a monomer in the synthesis of polytrimethylene terephthalate [99].

Although no significant growth was seen in G4, it is worth mentioning due to the increasing demand for carotenoids 
in the food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries, as important liposoluble pigments found in orange, yellow and 
red foods.

Regarding G5, interest in this field appears to be stagnated, given that since 1990 polyhydroxybutyrates have been 
commercialized successfully for shampoo bottles, and despite existing research on substituting the biotechnological 
process with fermentation at a lower cost, the technology necessary for its production is already taking place on an 
industrial scale [100].

The same is true of G8, since the technology necessary to produce erythromycin is already well-established. The 
production of biosurfactants studied in G6, despite promising, has not increased enough to make it economically 

Fig. 5  Growth in publications 
on CGF and CGM
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competitive in relation to synthetic surfactants, therefore the focus of the investigations was on reducing the costs of 
the raw-material and the process [86].

Growth in G10 was noted by the academic community in terms of the optimization of the process to obtain bacterial 
cellulose from cheaper sources of carbon and nitrogen, given the extensive demand for films that can potentially be 
used for antimicrobial packaging.

3.1.4  Corn gluten fed (CGF) and corn gluten meal (CGM)

Of the 1376 papers retrieved for the inputs CGF and CGM, 1161 were categorized into seven groups. However, six (G1, 
G2, G3, G4, G5 and G7) were linked to the digestibility of nutrients and the effects of incorporating fibers and proteins 
present in these inputs in the diets of different animals. These themes did not fall into the scope of this study, for exam-
ple, the swine nutrition, fish nutrition, dairy cattle and sheep nutrition, young ruminant nutrition and animal nutrition 
with corn gluten.

Thus, G6 with 85 papers and an average age of 2011.1, was the only group with a central area of study relevant to 
the scope of the research. The hub papers in this group looked at the production of antioxidant and antihypertensive 
peptides and were represented by [101] with 119 citations, [102] with 95 and [103] with 54. The non-hub papers with the 
most citations in the network focused on the production of medicines, biodegradable plastics and cell growth, as well 
as the production of thermoplastic resins and corn protein membranes. Anderson and Lamsal [104] with 131 citations 
and [105] with 128 stood out.

Figure 5 presents the growth in publications in each group categorized for CGF and CGM. Given the medical and 
pharmaceutical importance, the main theme in G6 has gained increasing attention in recent years.

However, the number of publications related to the subject was still low compared to the other groups, since the use 
of CGF and CGM in feed supplements is an older and widely employed practice.

3.1.5  Starch, wax and germ meal

A study of the papers on starch generated inconsistent information that made it impossible to analyze the content 
of the groups or identify conversion technologies. This is because the papers considered most relevant were related 
to another input, namely starch from corn fiber, the primary low value subproduct from wet/dry milling established 
largely from the fiber and the pericarp of the corn grain [106].

As observed with the starch, inconsistencies were also identified in the network built for the input “wax”. The pub-
lications established connections with insecticides, genetic mutations in the corn, beeswax and waxy corn, which 
did not correlate with the objective of the study.

The retrieval of papers for germ meal was not as low as for the inputs clarifying clay and soap. However, the 
analysis of the content and identification of promising technologies was inconclusive for the subjects that focused 
on mineral and organic fertilizers, the characterization of toxins present in the germ meal and how they affect feed 
supplementation.

3.1.6  Vinasse

Of the 166 papers retrieved for the input vinasse, 100 were categorized into four groups. Group G1 with 31 papers 
and an average age of 2013.5 had a central theme associated to the anaerobic digestion process and the use of 
bioreactors in the treatment of thin vinasse. The only paper classified as hub was [107], with 124 citations. The other 
papers that stood out in the group in terms of the number of citations were [108] with 60 citations and [109] with 50.

Group G2, with 26 papers and an average age of 2006.0, analyzed the problem of incrustation in evaporators use 
in the concentration of vinasse to produce distiller’s dried grains with solubles or syrup. The hub papers included 
[110] with 30 citations, [111] with 30, [112] with 29 and [113] with 25.

Group G3 obtained 23 papers and had an average age of 2015.1. The central theme of this group was the produc-
tion of corn bioethanol, primarily surrounding the optimization of fermentation and identifying the by-products. 
The hub papers were [114] with 419 citations, [115] with 299, [116] with 75 citations and [117] with 26. The non-hub 
papers, albeit with many citations, analyzed the recuperation of fibers and proteins from corn vinasse prior to cen-
trifugation, represented by [118] with 48 citations and [119] with 14.
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Group G4 obtained 20 papers with an average age of 2010.5. The main focus of this group was the study of bio-
molecules present in the residuary currents of the bioethanol production chain. Hayman et al. [120] with 56 citations 
was the only paper classified as hub and the most cited.

Thus, considering the low number of papers retrieved, the data used to analyze growth were based solely on the 
average age of the groups. The majority of publications were produced in the last two decades, with an average age 
of between 2010 and 2015. The subject areas of these publications are directly related to the need to optimize the 
use of the residues from bioethanol production, such as vinasse [119].

Thus, G1 is the only group that stands out, since the growth in publications is related to increasing the production 
of liquid fuel in the corn bioethanol industry, by acquiring energy in the form of biogas. Therefore, the production 
of biogas could lead to a reduction in the consumption of natural gas in a bioethanol plant by up to 43%, which 
represents a saving of US$ 17 million in an industry with a productive capacity of 360 million liters of bioethanol per 
year [118].

3.1.7  Deodorized distillate

For this input it was not possible to separate the giant component due to the small number of papers retrieved in 
the network. However, some of the most cited papers focus on the production of biodiesel and the retrieval of toco-
pherols which can be used in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food and feed industries. Ergonul and Koseoglu [121] 
with 27 citations and [122] with 12, stood out. Interest in deodorized distillate has therefore grown, primarily in the 
2010 and 2020 s when more than 50% of all the publications were retrieved in the network since 1948.

3.2  Layouts of corn biorefineries

The bioproducts identified by the present study and considered the main contributors for corn-based biorefining 
are listed in Table 2.

Thus, biochar, bioethanol, biogas, biodiesel, green composites, succinic acid, porous carbon, biosurfactants, antioxi-
dants and tocopherols were chosen in terms of the future prospects and the likelihood to present process integration 
in the construction of biorefinery scenarios.

Biochar production technologies involve the thermal degradation of biomass in a closed system with limited oxygen 
supply, known as pyrolysis, in which bio-oil, biochar and non-condensable gasses are generated [123].

Thus, the processes to obtain these bioproducts are classified according to the pyrolysis temperature, the amount 
of time the material resides in the reactor and the temperature ramp. Thus, generally speaking they are considered as 
slow pyrolysis processes, in which thermal conversion takes places at low and medium temperatures in the absence of 

Table 2  Main contributions 
to corn-based biorefining 
identified in the research

Bioproduct Input

Biochar Husks, Corncob
Bioethanol, biogas, biodiesel Husks, Corncob, 

Vinasse, Deodorized 
distillate

Green composites Husks
Levulinic acid Husks
Porous carbon Husks
Acids: malic, lactic, succinic Steepwater
1,3-Propanediol Steepwater
Biosurfactants Steepwater
Carotenoids Steepwater
Bacterial cellulose Steepwater
Antioxidants and antihypertensives CGF and CGM
Tocopherols Deodorized distillate
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oxygen, fast pyrolysis processes, in which the biomass is heated up quickly, resulting in a larger proportion of bio-oil 
and a lower proportion of biochar, and gasification, which corresponds to pyrolysis at high temperatures and results in 
biochar as a biproduct [124].

The stages that make up the production of bioethanol include pre-treatment, hydrolysis, fermentation and distillation. 
Technically speaking, one of the crucial points of this chain is the pre-treatment of biomass. Thus, of the pre-treatment 
technologies investigated, vapor explosion stood out, since it is the most widely used, and the hydrothermal treatments 
or thermal hydrolysis, since the advantages include the dispensability of additional chemical products to the biomass, 
the inexistence of problems related to corrosion of the reactor and the formation of fewer resultant undesirable products 
[125, 126].

Theoretically the production of biogas is simple and consists of the fermentation of the organic matter via a process 
of anaerobic digestion, which results in the release of methane and carbon dioxide. The stages that make up the produc-
tion of biogas using husks and cob include drying, milling, pre-treatment followed by digestion, which comprises four 
main stages: hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis. In terms of the pre-treatment, the biological 
treatment proposed by Zhong et al. [25] and the alkaline pre-treatment proposed by Khatri et al. [35] are highlighted.

The production of biodiesel was identified via the deodorized distillate that, due to its high content of free fatty acids, 
can be converted into biodiesel via esterification, often using homogenous catalyzers.

The production of green composites from corn husks can be carried out using twin-screw extrusion, followed by injec-
tion molding. Thus, the employment of underused agricultural products that contain cellulose fibers is an important way 
to add value to corn biorefineries, while also helping to maintain the balance of carbon dioxide [37].

Of the technologies investigated, succinic acid was chosen because of its flexible chemical structure and high efficiency 
in fermentation. As shown in Xi et al. [76], succinic acid obtained from Actinobacillus succinogenes can also be produced 
using carbon sources of agricultural origin, including materials rich in xylose.

The obtainment of porous carbons in the studies mapped is centered on the chemical activation of biochar with a 
solution of KOH. In the papers ranked, the lignocellulosic biomass is utilized in its entirety to produce biochar via fast 
pyrolysis and after submitted to the activation step to form the hierarchically structured porous materials.

However, in Guo et al. [51], just a fraction of the lignin from the enzymatic hydrolysis in the fermentation process of 
butanol from corn husks was used to produce hydrochar and after porous carbon. This indicates integration between 
the biofuel production chain and the concept of biorefineries.

The biosurfactants are produced biologically using bacteria, yeast and fungus. The major challenge related to their 
large scale production is the high cost associated with the low productivity, when compared to synthetic surfactants. 
The study by Silva et al. [127] looks at the use of Pseudomona cepacia and steepwater, with waste frying canola oil, as a 
medium for fermentation, using centrifugation to extract the final product.

Antioxidants in Zhuang et al. [101] were attained via hydrolysis with alkaline proteases and flavourzyme. The stages 
of production include alkaline hydrolysis of the input, followed by centrifugation and purification.

Molecular distillation is an industrial method to retrieve tocopherols from deodorized distillate. It does however pose 
problems in terms of the capacity limit of the unit and low selectivity of separation and energetic efficiency. Thus, other 
techniques have been developed, such as the extraction of solvent, extraction of supercritical fluid, chemical treatment, 
adsorption and ion exchange, thus highlighting the continuous diffusion of knowledge in this field of research [128, 129].

Considering the findings, the first layout represented a biorefinery system for energy production, where the biomass 
was primarily used to produce biofuels and the inputs were utilized to obtain value-added bioproducts (Fig. 6).

The biorefinery proposed was made up of three main platforms (C-5 and C-6 sugars and oil) and nine bioproducts, 
with corn as the raw-material. Moreover, the scenarios proposed did not necessarily represent a complete integration of 
mass and/or energy. The aim was to drive integration possibilities between the raw material, bioproducts and operations, 
in order to connect, in the most effective way possible, the steps that make up each stage of processing.

In this integration, the lignocellulosic biomass was fractioned into hemicellulose (sugar polymers with five carbons), 
cellulose (glucose polymers with six carbons) and lignin (phenol polymers). To do so, the corn husks and corncob under-
went a pre-treatment of vapor explosion (SE), where the hemicellulose-rich element was extracted (C5). The rest of the 
material (cellulignin) underwent enzymatic hydrolysis, the objective of which was to obtain fermentable sugars (C6) and 
lignin. The resultant lignin was used to produce porous carbon from biochar produced via pyrolysis and activated with 
potassium hydroxide, while the fractions of C-5 and C-6 sugars were fermented to obtain succinic acid and bioethanol, 
respectively.

The SE pre-treatment was chosen due to yields and since it is commonly used. Thermal hydrolysis is however a more 
sustainable alternative and considering future perspectives, can substitute this step in the proposed chain.
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Steepwater was used as the nitrogen source in the production of succinic acid and as a fermentation medium to pro-
duce biosurfactants. While the residues rich in fiber and protein (CGF and CGM) were employed to produce antioxidant 
peptides via alkaline hydrolysis.

On the oil platform, as well as obtaining refined oil, biodiesel was produced by esterification and tocopherols by 
extraction, both using deodorized distillate. The vinasse produced in the bioethanol chain was converted, via anaerobic 
digestion, into biogas that can be used as a source of carbon dioxide to produce succinic acid. Finally, the use of biogas 
to supply  CO2 to the succinic acid chain made it possible to remove the separation and cleaning steps. These steps are 
necessary to obtain pure methane, which can be compressed after the fermentation process.

In this context, different scenarios can be constructed with different levels of complexity, aiming for maximum inte-
gration between the raw-materials, technologies and bioproducts. The second layout, however, despite the focus of 
production staying on biofuels, aimed to use the lignocellulosic biomass to its fullest potential (Fig. 7).

The main difference between the two scenarios was the conversion of corn husks, via fast pyrolysis, into bio-oil, bio-
char or to produce green composites. In addition, the obtainment of carbon dioxide from platform C6 was proposed as 
well as the compression of methane-rich gas from the fermentation of succinic acid, represented, respectively, by the 
blue and red dotted lines.

Fig. 6  First layout of the corn biorefinery with a focus on biofuels
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It is worth highlighting that in Guo et al. [51], as a foundation for the proposal to convert the lignin chain, the authors 
proposed the activation of hydrochar obtained via hydrothermal carbonization (HTC), which differs from pyrolysis, pri-
marily since it takes place in liquid. Given the integration in the proposed chain, the pyrolysis was presented as an option 
that must be investigated, since this same operation could be used to convert biochar and bio-oil, as presented in the 
second layout.

By substituting the production of biosurfactants, it would be possible to obtain bacterial cellulose, the synthesis of 
which takes places via the inoculation of the microorganism in a culture medium rich in phosphorous, nitrogen, carbon, 
oligoelements and others. As in the production of biosurfactants, the use of fermentation mediums modified with corn 
steep liquor represents a cheaper and more effective alternative.

In this situation, as seen in Albuquerque et al. [130], membranes of bacterial cellulose can be produced via komaga-
taeibacter hansenii in a fermentation medium containing glucose and corn steep liquor and then incorporated with 
polyhydroxybutyrat, activated with essential clove oil to produce the biodegradable antimicrobial film, which can be 
used in perishable food industries.

Fig. 7  Second biorefinery layout with maximum use of the lignocellulosic material for product diversification
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In addition, since biosurfactants can be produced using residual oil, a chain was proposed for the refining process 
(continuous green line), referring to corn oil soap as a inexpensive source of substrate in the fermentation of biological 
surfactants. This could therefore represent one more route to integration in the proposed chain to increase the viability 
of the process.

According to Oliveira [131], integrated systems like those presented, have, in addition to processes that are joined 
together, a high degree of commercial technological and organizational complexity. This can only be achieved when 
maximum use is made of the pre-existent structure in the previous biorefinery, resulting in a larger number of bioprod-
ucts, but without increasing the number of processes. Thus, the modifications in biorefinery systems must be guided by 
innovations that better incorporate the pre-existing products and processes.

4  Conclusions

The citation networks for each of the listed inputs indicated a higher concentration of publications related to wet 
grinding and the bioethanol chain. This scenario reveals lines of research predominantly led by the USA, the world’s 
largest bioethanol producer. Conversely, residues from corn refining attract less scientific interest, reflecting the 
technological maturity of this chain.

Regarding the overall landscape of scientific production, the academic community’s interest in straw stands out, 
driven by the challenge of addressing the global environmental issue associated with the substantial waste gener-
ated post-corn harvest. Geographically, China leads this research field, as straw is traditionally burned by farmers in 
this country as a convenient means of biomass disposal after harvest, resulting in elevated levels of environmental 
pollution. In this context, many authors presented the concept of biorefinery as an alternative to minimize environ-
mental impacts. The majority of promising bioproducts for corn biorefining fall into categories such as biofuels, green 
composites, adsorbents, acids, and biopolymers.

Regarding the identification of emerging topics, the analysis of group evolution allowed for the assessment of tech-
nology maturity, facilitating the correlation of technologies with the current context and observation of research trends. 
In a technological prospecting context, this translates to risk reduction in investments, increased technology competi-
tiveness, improved process control, and, most importantly, guidance for the development of more focused and robust 
research and development strategies.

The technology prospecting analysis enabled the cataloging of potential bioproducts, including Biochar, Bioethanol, 
Biogas, Biodiesel, Green composites, Levulinic acid, Porous carbon, Malic, lactic, and succinic acids, 1,3-Propanediol, 
Biosurfactants, Carotenoids, Bacterial cellulose, Peptides bioactives, and Tocopherols. Among these, some were selected, 
and two layouts were devised.

An intrinsic characteristic of the proposed layouts worth highlighting is production flexibility, facilitated by process-
ing a single raw material into various products, allowing for estimation of the products to be produced. For instance, 
straw can be utilized to produce bioethanol, while corn cobs can be employed for the production of biochar, bio-oil, 
and green composites, or any combination of these options. Regarding the proposal’s integration, using C5 sugar to 
produce succinic acid was observed as a prominent route, enabling the obtainment of pure methane, thereby adding 
value through the incorporation of another product, without the need for a substantial increase in operations or raw 
material acquisition.

It can be concluded that the results presented represent a biographical foundation for future studies on the integration 
of inputs-processes-bioproducts using corn. The reason for this is that the technological routes presented can be seen 
as incremental innovations to develop a biorefinery, which takes place gradually, since highly integrated biorefineries 
are also highly complex. Thus, despite additional research still required surrounding these scenarios, they represent a 
major contribution to the academic community by including many lines of emergent research, identified through an 
effective, consolidated method.
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